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Quorum sensing is a chemical signaling mechanism used by bacteria to communicate and
orchestrate group behaviors. Multiple feedback loops exist in the quorum-sensing circuit of the
model bacterium Vibrio harveyi. Using ﬂuorescence microscopy of individual cells, we assayed the
activity of the quorum-sensing circuit, with a focus on deﬁning the functions of the feedback loops.
We quantitatively investigated the signaling input–output relation both in cells with all feedback
loops present as well as in mutants with speciﬁc feedback loops disrupted. We found that one of
the feedback loops regulates receptor ratios to control the integration of multiple signals. Together,
thefeedbackloopsaffecttheinput–outputdynamicrangeofsignaltransmissionandthenoiseinthe
output. We conclude that V. harveyi employs multiple feedback loops to simultaneously control
quorum-sensing signal integration and to ensure signal transmission ﬁdelity.
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Introduction
Cell-to-cell communication is fundamental to both unicellular
and multicellular life. Cells often detect multiple chemical
communication cues simultaneously and integration of the
information encoded in these cues guides their behavior.
Correctly integrating signals generally requires complex signal
transduction pathways (Pawson and Scott, 2010). In insulin
signaling, pancreatic b islets regulate cardiac contractility and
insulin secretion by the synergistic action of multiple second
messenger molecules such as cAMP and calcium-responsive
effectors (Saltiel and Kahn, 2001). Integration of two signals
enhancesprecisionofsomebiologicalevents(PawsonandScott,
2010) and errors in neuronal signal integration underlie many
human diseases. For example, proper neurodevelopment
requires that the protein disrupted-in-schizophrenia-1 (DISC1)
integrate signals from two parallel pathways (Mao et al, 2009).
Mutations in DISC1 are associated with schizophrenia, a
psychiatric disorder of social interaction (Millar et al, 2000). In
prokaryotes, bacterial chemotaxis provides a paradigm for
cellular response to multiple environmental stimuli (Armitage,
1992). The well-studied chemotactic signaling circuit in Escher-
ichia coli receives both positive and negative signals, and
generates an integrated response (Khan et al, 1995).
In addition to integrating signals, regulatory circuits must
ensure signal transmission ﬁdelity. Information can be lost or
corrupted by internally generated noise (e.g. ﬂuctuations in
protein numbers) or by external perturbations (e.g. changes in
temperature) and circuits must be designed to compensate for
such factors. For example, the chemotaxis network of E. coli is
designed tofunction robustly in the presence of gene-expression
noise (Kollmann et al, 2005) and circadian circuits accurately
compensate for temperature variation (Virshup and Forger,
2009). Whilesignal integrationand high-ﬁdelitysignal transmis-
sion have been addressed separately, little is known about the
mechanisms cells use to solve both tasks simultaneously. Here,
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neously integrates and faithfully transmits chemical signals.
In a process called quorum sensing, bacteria communicate by
synthesizing, releasing, and detecting signal molecules called
autoinducers (AIs). The bioluminescent marine bacterium V.
harveyi integrates three AI signals into its quorum-sensing
circuit: AI-1, an intra-species signal, CAI-1 an intra-genera
signal, and AI-2 a ‘universal’ signal. Each signal is detected by a
cognate receptor AI-1/LuxN, CAI-1/CqsS, and AI-2/LuxPQ
(Figure 1A). The information contained in the three AIs is
transduced through a shared signaling pathway. At low cell
density, in the absence of AIs, the receptors autophosphorylate
and pass phosphate to the phosphorelay protein LuxU, which in
turn shuttles phosphate to the response regulator LuxO.
Phosphorylated LuxO (LuxOBP) activates transcription of
genes encoding ﬁve small regulatory RNAs, Qrr1-5, that repress
translation of the mRNA encoding the master quorum-sensing
regulator LuxR. At high cell densities, the AIs accumulate, bind
their receptors, and convert the receptors to phosphatases,
therebydrainingphosphatefromLuxUandLuxO.Consequently,
the Qrr sRNAs are not produced and luxR mRNA is translated.
LuxR protein controls 4100 genes that underpin collective
behaviors including bioluminescence and bioﬁlm formation.
There are ﬁve feedback loops in the V. harveyi quorum-
sensing circuit (Figure 1A). First, LuxO autorepresses its
own transcription. Second, the Qrr sRNAs repress luxO
translation. Third, LuxR autorepresses its own transcription.
Fourth,LuxRactivatesexpressionoftheqrr2-4genes,whichin
turn, repress luxR translation. Fifth, as we show below, the
luxMN operon, encoding the AI-1 synthase and receptor,
is repressed by the Qrr sRNAs.
In a previous study, Long et al (2009) showed that
information from the V. harveyi AIs is integrated strictly
additively, with a close balance between the strengths of the
differentsignals.Thatstudydidnot,however,addresshowthe
circuit uses shared components to distinguish between multi-
ple AI inputs or what role each feedback loop has in signal
integration and transmission. To explore these features,
here we examine the input–output relation between AIs and
LuxR, using a suite of strains with speciﬁc feedback loops
either present or disrupted. We found, ﬁrst, that feedback onto
LuxN allows V. harveyi to actively adjust its relative sensitivity
to AI signals as cells transition from low to high densities, and,
second, that the other feedback loops control the input and
output dynamic ranges and the noise in the circuit. Remark-
ably, by functioning together, these feedback loops compress a
3 order of magnitude input range into a six-fold output range.
Our results reveal that the V. harveyi quorum-sensing circuit
employs multiple feedback loops to actively regulate signal
integration while maintaining signaling ﬁdelity.
Results
Identiﬁcation of an sRNA feedback loop
controlling LuxN levels
In quorum-sensing systems, AI production is frequently
subject to positive feedback regulation. This regulatory wiring
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Speciﬁcally, when an individual cell commits to quorum-
sensing mode, by upregulating AI production and ﬂooding the
vicinity with signal, nearby cells are likewise induced to
committothehighcelldensityprogram.Wewonderedifthisis
the case in V. harveyi. To test this idea, we used liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry to quantify AI-1
levels in wild-type V. harveyi and in different V. harveyi
quorum-sensing mutants. At high cell density, wild-type
V. harveyi and a strain lacking the Qrr sRNAs (Dqrr1-5)
produced three times more AI-1 than did strains that express
high levels of the Qrr sRNAs (luxO
D47E, a LuxOBP mimic)
(Figure 2A). This result suggests that Qrr sRNAs, directly or
indirectly, repress AI-1 production at low cell density.
Consistent with this result, we measured mRNA levels of
LuxM, the AI-1 synthase, in the wild-type strain, in a strain
lacking the Qrr sRNAs, and in strains expressing high levels of
Qrr sRNAs. We also measured LuxM protein levels in all of
these strains using a functional LuxM-GFP translational fusion
(Supplementary Figure S1). The luxM mRNA expression and
LuxM protein pattern match that of AI-1 activity: high levels of
Qrr sRNAs correspond to low levels of luxM mRNA and LuxM
protein (Figure 2B and C). Because the luxM and luxN
(encoding the AI-1 receptor) genes overlap, we suspected that
theyare expressed in a single operon and that luxN mRNA and
protein would therefore exhibit patterns of regulation similar
to luxM. Indeed, levels of luxN mRNA and LuxN protein levels
(as measured by a functional LuxN-FLAG fusion) increase in
theabsenceoftheQrrsRNAs(Figure2BandC;Supplementary
Figure S2).
Analysis of the 50 untranslated region (UTR) of the luxMN
transcriptrevealsaputativeQrrsRNA-bindingsite(Figure3A),
suggestingthatluxMNregulationcouldoccurviadirectpairing
between the Qrr sRNAs and the luxMN mRNA. To test this
possibility, we assayed whether a Qrr sRNA was sufﬁcient
to regulate LuxM-GFP production in E. coli. We used a strain
of E. coli expressing LuxO
D47E from the chromosome. As a
reminder, LuxOBP is required for activation of qrr gene
expression, and LuxO
D47E is a mutation that mimics the
phosphorylated state of LuxO. Thus, introduction of LuxO
D47E
into E. coli drives high Qrr production (Tu and Bassler, 2007).
The qrr4 gene was introduced into E. coli on a plasmid.
To prevent Qrr4 repressing expression of luxO
D47E via the
feedback loop we had already identiﬁed (see Figure 1), we
used a luxO
D47E construct lacking the site required for Qrr
binding. Introduction of Qrr4 repressed LuxM-GFP production
B5-fold compared with the vector control (compare the ﬁrst
two bars of Figure 3B). Introduction of Qrr1, Qrr2, or Qrr3
also resulted in repression of LuxM-GFP (data not shown).
ToverifythatQrrregulationoccursbypairing,wemutagenized
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Figure 2 AI-1, mRNA, and protein in V. harveyi strains. (A) AI-1 levels in WT, luxO
D47E, and Dqrr1-5 V. harveyi strains lacking or containing the BP
  mutation.
(B) luxM and luxN mRNA levels in the same strains. Data are normalized to the luxO
D47E strain. (C) LuxM-GFP or LuxN-FLAG protein levels in the same strains.
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reporter and screened for mutations that prevented Qrr
regulation of LuxM-GFP. A two base pair GC to CG mutation,
which we refer to as BP
  (for base pairing negative), was
identiﬁed that exhibited signiﬁcantly higher LuxM-GFP
production than the unmutated sequence in the presence of
Qrr4. The BP
  mutation does not fully prevent Qrr4 repres-
sion, suggesting the mutation impairs but does not abolish the
Qrr4–luxM interaction (compare the third and fourth bars of
Figure 3B). We could not identify any luxM 50 UTR mutation
that reduced or eliminated Qrr regulation while leaving basal
luxM expression completely unchanged. We engineered
compensatory mutations (CG to GC) into Qrr4 (called BP*)
to restore base pairing with the luxM BP
  mRNA. The
combination of the BP
  mutation in luxM and the compensa-
tory BP
* mutation in Qrr4 restored wild-type level repression
of LuxM-GFP production showing that, indeed, a repressive
feedback loop exists between the Qrr sRNAs and the luxMN
transcript (Figure 3B, fourth and ﬁfth bars).
We tested whether the BP
  mutation in the luxM 50 UTR
prevents Qrr regulation of luxM in vivo. To do this, we
introduced the BP
  mutation onto the V. harveyi chromosome
at the native locus. In V. harveyi, wild-type Qrr repression
of luxM mRNA is B3-fold. The BP
  mutation abolishes Qrr
repression of luxMN mRNA, while slightly elevating the basal
level of luxM transcript (Figure 2B). LuxM-GFP measurements
conﬁrm that the elevated luxM RNA levels observed in the
BP
  mutants correspond to modestly elevated LuxM protein
levels. In the presence of the BP
  mutation, the V. harveyi
LuxO
D47E and Dqrr1-5 strains produce the same amount of
LuxM-GFP (Figure 2C). We also tested whether the effects of
the BP
  mutation translate to alterations in AI production.
In all strainscarrying the BP
  mutation, more AI-1 is produced
than in the corresponding strain carrying wild-type luxM
(Figure 2A). Using an analogous set of experiments, we found
that the BP
  mutation had an identical effect on luxN mRNA
levels. That is, the mutation increased basal luxN expression
slightly but eliminated the majority of Qrr regulation. This is
not surprising given that luxM and luxN are on the same
transcript (Figure 2B).
Input–output relation for the quorum-sensing
circuit
To explore how the LuxN feedback loop identiﬁed above and
the fourother previously identiﬁed feedback loops (Figure 1A)
affect signal processing in the V. harveyi quorum-sensing
circuit, we focused on integration of the AI-1 and AI-2 signals.
To do this, we used a strain in which we had eliminated
any contribution from the CAI-1-CqsS pathway by deletion of
thecqsS(CAI-1sensor)gene(Figure1B).Thisstrain,whichwe
denote as ‘WT Loop,’ is also deleted for the AI-1 and AI-2
synthases, luxM and luxS, respectively, which allows us to
control the AI input into the circuit by exogenously adding
precise quantities of AIs (Long et al, 2009) (Note: the WT Loop
strain is not the same as the wild-type strain used in Figures 2
and 3). We quantiﬁed the circuit output by measuring the
absolute copy number of the master quorum-sensing regu-
lator, LuxR, fused to the red ﬂuorescent protein, mCherry
(Supplementary Figure S3). We chose LuxR as the reporter of
circuit activity because it is the master transcription factor that
integrates inputs from the ﬁve Qrr sRNAs (Waters and Bassler,
2006). To establish the proportionality between ﬂuorescence
intensity of the LuxR–mCherry reporter and absolute copy
number, we developed an in vivo method that exploits small-
number ﬂuctuations in the partitioning of LuxR–mCherry
when cells undergo division (Teng et al, 2010). The inset
in Figure 1C shows an example of a microscopy image of
V. harveyi cells expressing this functional LuxR–mCherry
fusion. From images like this one, we quantiﬁed the
ﬂuorescence intensity of each cell from the ratio of total
ﬂuorescence to cell area measured by phase-contrast micro-
scopy, and we subsequently converted ﬂuorescence intensity
into LuxR copy number (see Materials and methods).
To directly compare LuxR concentrations among cells of
different sizes, copy number N is deﬁned as the ratio of total
copy number to the cell area, multiplied by the average cell
area of the ensemble. Figure 1C shows the cell-to-cell distribu-
tion of LuxR copy number N for four different AI input
combinations (high/low AI-1 and high/low AI-2) spanning the
full range of possible AI environments. We observed that the
peak of the LuxR distribution shifts from B110 copies to B650
copies with increasing AI, but the widths of the peaks remain
narrow o35% of the mean. These narrow single-peaked
distributions in the number of LuxR proteins per cell reveal that
all the bacteriain the population responduniformly to AI inputs.
To investigate quorum-sensing signal integration, we
studied the circuit input–output relation by employing 25
different combinations of AI-1 and AI-2, with each AI ranging
from 0.1nM to 1mM. These concentrations span the full AI
sensitivity range of wild-type V. harveyi (Swem et al, 2008;
Longet al,2009).Wederivedthemean LuxRcopynumber,the
cell-to-cell s.d., and the noise (s.d./mean) from distributions
analogoustothoseshowninFigure1C.FortheWTLoopstrain
(as a reminder, WT Loop refers to the V. harveyi strain
incapable of CAI-1 detection, capable of responding to
exogenous AI-1 and AI-2, and with all ﬁve feedback loops
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copynumberasafunctionof[AI-1](xaxis)and[AI-2](yaxis).
Figure 4C shows the cell-to-cell noise as a function of [AI-1]
and [AI-2]. The global asymmetry of the noise with respect to
AI-1 and AI-2 shown in Figure 4C generalizes a speciﬁc result
exhibitedinFigure1C:thatis,therelativewidthofthepeakfor
saturating AI-1 is larger than the relative width of the peak for
saturatingAI-2.Thus,theAI-1inputchannelisnoisierthanthe
AI-2 input channel. Surprisingly, this asymmetry is opposite to
the expectation from small-number ﬂuctuations, namely s.d./
mean B(mean)
 1/2, which would occur if noise in LuxR came
primarily from stochasticity in its transcription and translation
(Pedraza and Paulsson, 2008). The observed noise asymmetry
therefore implies that other sources of noise must dominate in
this circuit. Figure 4D shows the s.d. of cell-to-cell LuxR copy
number, that is the product of Figure 4B and C.
Analysis of feedback-loop mutants
In previous work, we showed that the quorum-sensing circuit
possesses four feedback loops (Figure 1A): The quorum-
sensing response regulator LuxO directly represses its own
transcription (Tu et al, 2010), the Qrr sRNAs repress luxO
mRNA translation (Tu et al, 2010), LuxR directly represses its
own transcription, and LuxR activates the production of Qrr2-
4, which, in turn, feed back to repress luxR translation
(Svenningsen et al, 2008) In the present work,we identiﬁed an
additional feedback loop: the Qrr sRNAs repress production of
the LuxN receptor by base pairing with luxMN mRNA and
inhibiting translation.
Feedback loops frequently control noise (Paulsson, 2004)
and dynamic range (Nevozhay et al, 2009) in signaling
circuits, leading us to wonder if the quorum-sensing feedback
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internal feedback loops could provide a mechanism for V.
harveyi to control the ﬁdelity of signal transmission, while the
LuxN feedback loop could potentially regulate sensitivity to
AI-1 and thus control signal integration. To address these
possibilities andtosystematicallycharacterizethefunctions of
the multiple feedback loops, we constructed a set of feedback-
loop mutants: (1) We eliminated LuxO autorepression and Qrr
repression of luxO. We call this strain the ‘LuxO Loop mutant’
(Figure 4E) (Tu et al, 2010). (2) We inactivated LuxR
autorepression as well as Qrr activation by luxR in the LuxO
Loop mutant. We call this the ‘LuxOLuxR Loop mutant’
(Figure 4I; Supplementary Figure S4) (Hammer and Bassler,
2003; Svenningsen et al, 2008). (3) We introduced the
BP
  mutation upstream of luxMN to disrupt Qrr repression.
We call this the ‘LuxN Loop mutant’ (Figure 4M). (4) Finally,
we combined all of the above feedback disrupting mutations
into a single strain. We call this the ‘Five Loop mutant’
(Figure 4Q).
We used single-cell ﬂuorescence microscopy measurements
of LuxR–mCherry levels following addition of different
combinations of AI to analyze the functions of the feedback
loops. We obtained the distribution of quorum-sensing
responses as in Figure 1C. The mean LuxR copy number
contours for the LuxO Loop (Figure 4F) and the LuxOLuxR
Loop mutants (Figure 4J) reveal signiﬁcant asymmetry
between the AI-1 and AI-2 pathways, and demonstrate that
mutants that have the LuxO feedback loop disrupted exhibit
reduced sensitivity to AI-1. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that in
mutants lacking feedback onto LuxO, the levels of LuxR
remain low in the absence of AI-2 even when saturating AI-1 is
present (bottom right corner of Figure 4F and J). We suspect
that disrupting the LuxO feedbacks causes LuxO to increase
and, consequently, causes the Qrr sRNAs to increase (Tu et al,
2010). Accordingly, increased Qrr levels reduce luxR mRNA
compared with the WT Loop strain. Indeed, Figure 5A shows
thatLuxRlevelsarereducedintheLuxOLoopmutant(orange)
and the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant (purple) compared with the
WT Loop strain (black) at low AI concentrations. We reason
thatthesameincreaseinQrrsRNAlevelsreduces luxN mRNA,
resulting in decreased LuxN. In this scenario, because less
LuxN is present in cells, the effective AI-1 signaling strength is
diminished and this causes the asymmetrically reduced LuxR
levels observed in the bottom right corners of Figure 4Fand J.
The above feature of the input–output relations of the LuxO
Loop mutant and LuxOLuxR Loop mutant suggests that Qrr-
mediated feedback onto LuxN controls AI signal integration.
Totestthisidea,wemeasuredtheinput–outputrelationforthe
B A
D C
Figure 5 Dose–response curves and noise levels for WT Loop strain and feedback mutants. (A) Dose–response curves for AI-1, at AI-2¼0. (B) Dose–response
curves for AI-2, at AI-1¼1mM. (C) Dose–response curves for equal amounts of AI-1 and AI-2. (D) Cell-to-cell noise, expressed via noise
2¼(s.d./mean)
2 versus mean
LuxR copy number for different strains and AI concentrations. The gray curve is the best ﬁt of (s.d./mean)
2¼bþa/mean, with b¼0.03 and a¼7. Inset: the region of
lower LuxR copy numbers in log–log scale.
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due to the BP
  mutation (Figure 4M). The contour plot
(Figure 4N) shows a modest increase in the asymmetry
between AI-1 and AI-2 compared with the WT Loop strain
(Figure 4B) such that the LuxN Loop mutant is more sensitive
to AI-1 than is the WT Loop strain. Thus, the lack of the
Qrr feedback loop on LuxN increases LuxN levels making
V. harveyi more sensitive to AI-1.
Effect of constitutive versus regulated
LuxN expression
Our hypothesis is that the LuxN feedback loop regulates LuxN
production to control sensitivity to AI-1. To test this idea, we
constructed strains that constitutively produce LuxN from a
plasmid.OurstrategyinvolveddeletingthechromosomalluxN
gene so that LuxN is not regulated by the Qrr sRNAs
(see Supplementary information; Supplementary Figure S6).
We introduced the constitutive LuxN construct into the WT
Loop and LuxO Loop mutant to generate two strains that
we call ‘WTLoop LuxN-on’ and ‘LuxOLoop LuxN-on.’ We
measured luxN mRNA levels in both strains and compared
those levels with the corresponding strains that do not
constitutively produce LuxN (Figure 6A; Supplementary
Figure S7). In the WT Loop strain, luxN mRNA changes
roughly 10-fold in response to AI. By contrast, luxN mRNA of
the WTLoop LuxN-on strain is not altered in response to AI,
conﬁrming that quorum-sensing regulation of LuxN does
occur in theWT Loop strain and is mediated by the QrrsRNAs.
Comparison of the contour plots of the mean LuxR copy
number for the WTLoop LuxN-on strain (Figure 6B) to those
for the WT Loop strain (Figure 4B) shows that the constitu-
tivelyproducedLuxNactsasakinase(leftedgeofthecontour)
and dominates the total kinase activity feeding into the circuit.
This strong kinase activity of LuxN makes the system
impervious to AI-2 (top left corner). Only at very high levels
of AI-1 (10–100mM) is the kinase activity of the constitutive
LuxN reduced to a level required to observe the residual effect
of the LuxPQ kinase activity, allowing AI-2 to be detected
(top right corner).
Comparing the contour plot of the mean LuxR copy number
for the LuxOLoop LuxN-on strain (Figure 6C) to that for the
LuxOLoopstrain(Figure4F)revealsthatthesensitivitytoAI-1
is low for the LuxO Loop mutant (bottom edge of the contour),
but it is wild type in the LuxOLoop LuxN-on strain.
Presumably, in the LuxO Loop mutant strain, the high level
of LuxO and thus of QrrsRNAs leads to reduced LuxN receptor
levels, and thus decreased sensitivity to AI-1. By contrast, in
the LuxOLoop LuxN-on strain, AI-1 sensitivity is recovered
because LuxN is constitutively expressed at high levels.
Negative feedback changes the dynamic
range of inputs and outputs
The output of the quorum-sensing circuit, LuxR, is a
transcription factor, and its effective response range is
empirically limited by the range of sensitivity of its down-
stream targets. However, LuxR levels above this range may
also be biologically relevant for the following reason: At the
transitionfromHCDtoLCD,LuxRstartsatitshighestleveland
is slowly diluted by cell growth and division (Tu and Bassler,
2007; Svenningsen et al, 2008). Thus, the level of LuxR at HCD
inﬂuences the time required for cells to transition to the LCD
program of gene expression. Cells may therefore limit the
accumulation of LuxR at HCD to enable rapid transitions to
LCD, for example upon shedding from a bioﬁlm or expulsion
from a eukaryotic host (Zhu and Mekalanos, 2003; Svenning-
sen et al, 2008). We wondered if the feedback loops have a
function in setting the output range of LuxR. To address this
possibility, we comparedtheoutput dynamic ranges ofthe WT
Loopstrainandthedifferentfeedback-loopmutants.Figure4F,
J, and R reveals that the mutants all display larger output
dynamic ranges than does the WT Loop strain (Figure 4B).
In particular, the Five Loop mutant contour plot (Figure 4R)
shows much higher LuxRoutput (B1200 copies) at saturating
AI-1 and AI-2 than does the WT Loop strain (B650 copies),
and correspondingly, the output dynamic range increases
more than three-fold over that of the WT Loop strain. Dose
responses to AI-1, at AI-2¼0, for the ﬁve different strains
(Figure5A)showthatmutantslackingtheLuxOfeedbackloop
(LuxO Loop, LuxOLuxR Loop, and Five Loop mutants) harbor
lower basal LuxR (B60 copies) than does the WT Loop strain
(B110 copies). To highlight the differences in LuxR levels
among strains, we also plot dose responses to AI-2 at
saturating AI-1 (Figure 5B), and dose responses to equal
amounts of AI-1 and AI-2 (Figure 5C). These plots simply
correspondto cuts through the mean copy numbercontours in
Figure 4B, F, J, N, and R. Notably, the mutants without the
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much higher (B1200 copies) LuxR levels at saturating AI-1
and AI-2 than the WT Loop strain (B650 copies). This result
suggests that the LuxR feedback loops act to cap the maximum
level of LuxR protein, perhaps to accelerate the HCD to LCD
transition as described above.
The WT Loop strain (Figure 4B) shows a gradually
increasing output (B6-fold) over 3 orders of magnitude of AI
input dynamic range (from B1nMtoB1000nM). However,
the input dynamic ranges appear signiﬁcantly narrower in
some of the feedback-loop mutants (e.g. Figure 4J and R).
Thus, the feedback loops function to convert the behavior of
the circuit from an on–off switch (Five Loop in Figure 4R) to a
broad graded response to AI inputs (WT Loop in Figure 4B).
To quantify the sharpness of response to both AIs, we studied
dose responses to simultaneous addition of AI-1 and AI-2 in
the ﬁve different strains (Figure 5C), over a concentration
range adequate to change both LuxN and LuxPQ from kinases
to phosphatases. In Figure 5C, the Hill coefﬁcient is B1 in the
WT Loop strain, the LuxN Loop mutant, and the LuxO Loop
mutant, and B2 in the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant and the Five
Loop mutant. In particular, the Five Loop mutant (Figure 4R),
unlike the WT Loop strain, is only sensitive to a 10-fold range
of AI concentration: the output changes B20-fold over the
input range of 10 to 100nM of both AI-1 and AI-2. We conclude
that the LuxR feedback loops contribute to the expanded input
dynamic range observed in the WT Loop strain.
Noise properties of the quorum-sensing circuit
One common role of negative feedback loops in networks is to
reduce noise (Paulsson, 2004; Nevozhay et al, 2009). We
therefore examined whether the four internal feedback loops
regulatenoiseinthequorum-sensingcircuit.Wecomparedthe
noise contour plots for different strains. Recall that the noise is
deﬁned as the s.d./mean for the LuxR distributions as
exempliﬁed by the data in Figure 1C. The noise contours for
the LuxO Loop mutant (Figure 4G) and the LuxOLuxR Loop
mutant (Figure 4K) are similar to that of the WT Loop strain
(Figure 4C), with the peak of noise in the bottom right corner
(saturating AI-1) and minimal noise in the upper right corner
when both AIs are saturating. However, the LuxOLuxR Loop
mutant (Figure 4K) has a peak noise value of B0.75, which is
signiﬁcantly larger than that of the WT Loop strain (B0.35)
(see bottom right corner of Figure 4C). This result suggests
that the LuxR feedback Loop acts as a ﬁlter to reduce noise in
the circuit.
To compare the theoretical expectations for the cell-to-cell
noise in LuxR copy number, Figure 5D shows the square of
LuxR noise, that is (s.d./mean)
2, versus mean LuxR copy
number for the different strains and AI concentrations. For
clarity, the inset in Figure 5D highlights the region of lowest
LuxR copy numbers. To gain insight into the sources of LuxR
noise, we attempt to correlate noise and mean expression
levels as previous studies (Bar-Even et al, 2006; Taniguchi
etal,2010).The graycurveinboththeﬁgureandits insetisthe
best ﬁt to the low copy number region (No400) of (s.d./
mean)
2¼bþa/mean. The second term, a/mean is expected
forintrinsicnoisefromsmall-numberﬂuctuationsarisingfrom
the stochasticity of transcription and translation (Pedraza and
Paulsson, 2008). The measured proportionality constant,
aE7, is larger than the expected value of a¼1 for a simple
Poisson process (i.e. stochastic protein production at a ﬁxed
rate). At least in part, the enhanced noise likely reﬂects
intrinsic noise from a number of luxR mRNAs much smaller
than the number of LuxR proteins, possibly including bursting
in the transcription of luxR (Golding et al, 2005). Our results
are consistent with a recent study of gene-expression noise in
E. coli, where a only approached 1 when the mean protein
number was o10 (Taniguchi et al, 2010). The additional
constant, bE0.03, is the basal level of noise due to additional
sources. A portion of b may be due to extrinsic noise such as
cell-to-cell variation of RNA polymerase or ribosome levels.
Another portion of the constant is due to measurement noise,
for example camera thermal noise. We found that the
noise contours for the WT Loop strain and for the LuxO Loop
mutant and the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant appear to obey
(s.d./mean)
2¼bþa/mean over the entire range of the
contours. This result suggests that the noise in LuxR
levels indeed derives from two distinct sources, one extrinsic
p b and one intrinsic due to gene-expression stochasticity
p a/mean.
Positive/negative LuxN feedback leads to
higher/lower noise
We were curious whether Qrr feedback onto LuxN could
inﬂuence noise in the quorum-sensing circuit. To investigate
this, we compared cell-to-cell noise between strains with the
LuxN feedback loop disrupted or intact. Interestingly, the
LuxN Loop mutant shows a reproducibly lower noise level
(B0.25atbottomrightcornerofFigure4O)comparedwiththe
WT Loop strain (B0.35 at bottom right corner of Figure 4C).
Similarly,disruptingtheLuxNfeedbackintheLuxOLuxRLoop
mutant strain yields a mutant with lower noise—compare the
Five Loop mutant (B0.50 at bottom right corner of Figure 4S)
to the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant (B0.75 at bottom right corner
of Figure 4K). Both cases suggest that a positive feedback loop
exists when LuxN acts as a phosphatase, and the disruption of
this positive feedback reduces noise. Speciﬁcally, at high AI-1
concentrations, LuxN acts predominantly as a phosphatase,
draining phosphate from the signaling cascade and reducing
production of the Qrr sRNAs. A cell with more LuxN proteins
therefore produces less Qrr sRNAs, which, in turn, relieves
repression of luxN mRNA, yielding increased LuxN. The
resulting positive feedback loop could amplify any source of
noise in the quorum-sensing circuit including intrinsic small-
number ﬂuctuations.
We note that at low AI-1 concentration, when LuxN is a
kinase, disruption of the LuxN feedback loop does not affect
the noise level. Speciﬁcally, the noise is similar between the
left edge of Figure 4S (Five Loop mutant) and the left edge of
Figure 4K (LuxOLuxR Loop mutant); the noise is also similar
betweentheleftedgeofFigure4O(LuxNLoopmutant)andthe
left edge of Figure 4C (WT Loop). We suspect that there are
other negative feedback loops in the quorum-sensing circuit,
which have not yet been identiﬁed, that could prevent noise
from increasing upon disruption of the LuxN feedback loop
when LuxN acts as a kinase.
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Many featuresof the data we have obtained can be understood
usinga mathematicalmodel forthe V.harveyi quorum-sensing
network. The model extends the mathematical framework
developed previously (Long et al, 2009; Mehta et al, 2009) for
the ‘open-loop’ quorum-sensing circuit, lacking feedback
loops (for complete details see Supplementary information).
Within these models, receptors exist in two states: a low-
kinase activity state we call ‘off’ and high-kinase activity state
we call ‘on’ (Keymer et al, 2006; Swem et al, 2008). AIs act
by bindingto a receptorandchanging therelativefreeenergies
of the two activity states, with ligand binding favoring the ‘off’
state. The probability, X, that LuxN is in the on-state as a
function of AI-1 concentration is given by
X  
1
1 þ
½AI 1 
KAI 1
I
; ð1Þ
and the probability, Y, that LuxPQ is in the on-state as a
function of AI-2 is given by
Y  
1
1 þ
½AI 2 
KAI 2
I
: ð2Þ
The fraction of LuxO molecules that are phosphorylated, Z,i s
related to these probabilities by the expression
Z ¼
½LuxO   P 
½LuxO 
/
NXk0
XX þ NYk0
YY
NXp0
X þ NYp0
Y þ pU
; ð3Þ
whereNXandNYarethenumberofLuxNandLuxPQreceptors,
respectively; kX
0 and kY
0 are the kinase activities of single LuxN
and LuxPQ receptors in the on-state, respectively; pX
0 and pY
0
are the (constant) phosphatase activities of single LuxN and
LuxPQ receptors, respectively; and pU is the spontaneous
dephosphorylation rate of phospho-LuxU. In deriving
Equation (3), we have made the biologically justiﬁed
assumption that the phosphatase rates are much larger than
the kinase rates.
A complete kinetic model incorporating the feedback loops
is currently impractical because of the large number of
unknown parameters. In particular, modeling the interactions
of the ﬁve Qrr sRNAs with multiple mRNA targets (luxMN,
luxR, luxO) is extremely sensitive to selection of parameters
due to stoichiometric competition between mRNA targets. For
this reason, we present a simpliﬁed description in which we
model the number of LuxR proteins as some monotonically
decreasing function, R(Z), of the fraction Z (Equation (3)) of
phosphorylated LuxO proteins. We make no assumptions
about the speciﬁc form of R(Z). The effect of the feedback
loops on LuxR is to modify the function R(Z). As described
above, we ﬁnd experimentally that eliminating the negative
feedbackloopsmakesR(Z)ultrasensitive(i.e.possessingaHill
coefﬁcient greater than one).
The effect of feedback on LuxN is explicitly incorporated
into the model by making the number of LuxN receptors
a function of the fractional LuxOBP level, NX¼NX(Z). Such a
model for feedback on receptors was previously considered in
Mehta et al (2009). Given a model of the receptor feedback,
NX(Z), one can explicitly solve Equation (3) for Z.
Our mathematical model makes a number of strong
predictions. Consider the constant output contours for the
fraction of phosphorylated LuxO proteins, Z, as a function of
the receptor on-state probabilities X and Y (i.e. the set of
ordered pairs (X,Y) that give rise to the same Z). Equation (3)
implies that these contours will be straight lines with slopes,
s(Z), set by the normalized receptor ratio
s ¼ 
k0
XNXðZÞ
k0
YNYðZÞ
: ð4Þ
Moreover,constantoutputcontoursofanymonotonicfunction
that depends on X and Yonly through Z will also be straight
lines with the same slopes. In particular, the constant output
contoursof [LuxR]¼R(Z) will be straight lines with slopes s(Z)
set by the normalized receptor ratio in Equation (4). Since we
are considering outputs of constant Z, this statement is true
even in the presence of feedback loops on receptor number as
long as the feedback loops do not depend on X and Y
separately but only on their combined output Z. For example,
in the presence of a feedback loop on the number of LuxN
receptors, NX¼NX(Z), the constant output contours will be
straight lines with slopes s(Z) that vary with the output Z.
Thus, by replotting LuxR levels as a function of the receptor
on-state probabilities X and Y for various network architec-
tures, one can both validate the model and extract receptor
ratios. To carry out this procedure, it is necessary to learn the
two free parameters KI
AI 1 and KI
AI 2 appearing in Equations
(1) and (2) that relate receptor on-state probabilities to AI
concentrations, as described below.
Equation (3) is a general result for the fraction of
phosphorylated LuxO set by the V. harveyi phosphorelay.
Dose–response experiments performed in Long et al (2009)
using a GFP reporter for LuxOBP activity were well ﬁt by a
function of the form in Equation (3) with kX
0NX/kY
0NYE1,
KI
AI 1¼6.9nM, and KI
AI 2¼6.4nM. Thus, for the strain used in
this study, the constant output contours of LuxOBPa sa
function of the receptor on-state probabilities X and Yare all
straight lines with slopes of  1.
ThestrainusedinLongetal(2009)containedfouroftheﬁve
native quorum-sensing Qrr sRNAs (Qrr1-3, Qrr5). Thus, both
the sRNA-mediated LuxN and LuxO feedback loops were
(partially) operative in this strain. In addition, the LuxO
autorepressivefeedbackloopwasalsoactive.Thus,asidefrom
lacking Qrr4 and LuxR, the network studied in Long et al
(2009) is the same as the WT Loop strain studied here.
Therefore, according to our mathematical model, the constant
output contours of LuxR as a function of X and Y, with KI
AI 1
and KI
AI 2 learned from Long et al (2009), should be similar to
those for LuxOBP observed in Long et al (2009), namely
straight lines all with slopes of approximately  1. The results
are shown in Figure 7A and are in strikingly good agreement
with the model prediction. We emphasize that all we have
doneistoreplotthedatafromFigure4asafunctionofreceptor
on-state probabilities with no free parameters. The resulting
contours are indeed straight lines, with slopes that vary from
 0.9 at low LuxR to  1.3 at high LuxR (Supplementary Figure
S9). Our mathematical model allows us to relate the slopes of
the contour lines to the receptor ratio of LuxN and LuxPQ
through Equation (4). The equation implies that for more
horizontal contours the normalized ratio of LuxN to LuxPQ is
small. For more vertical contours the opposite holds, and the
LuxN to LuxPQ ratio is high. Furthermore, the global rotation
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loop that modulates receptor ratios (Mehta et al, 2009). The
changing contour slopes in Figure 7A indicate an increasing
LuxN to LuxPQ ratio with increasing LuxR, providing
additional evidence that the Qrr-mediated LuxN feedback
loop is active in our WT Loop strain.
To better understand the role of the feedback loops in
quorum-sensing regulation, we replotted the data from the
mutant strains employed in this work as contour plots of the
receptor on-state probabilities X and Y (Figure 7). What is
immediately obvious is that replotting the data gives output
contours that are more linear than those in Figure 4, where
LuxR number is plotted against AI concentrations. The strains
in Figure 7 exhibit distinct behaviors. In both the WT Loop
strain and the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant, the contour lines have
slopes of approximately  1, indicating that there are roughly
equal amounts of LuxN and LuxPQ (weighted by per receptor
maximal kinase activity). In the LuxN Loop strain in which
feedback onto LuxN is disrupted, the contour lines remain
linear but rotate globally, indicating that there are more LuxN
receptorsthenLuxPQreceptorsatlowAIconcentrations(large
X and Y), and more LuxPQ receptors than LuxN receptors at
high AI concentrations (small X and Y). Surprisingly, in the
LuxO Loop mutant strain in which only the LuxO-dependent
feedback loops are inactive, the contour lines rotate from
nearly vertical to nearly horizontal with increasing Y.
Consequently, this strain displays the most deviation from
linear contours, with individual contours changing slope,
suggesting that eliminating the LuxO feedback loops violates
the condition that AIs affect receptor ratios only through the
known quorum-sensing pathway. Finally, in the WTLoop
LuxN-on strain in which LuxN is constitutively expressed, the
contour lines are almost entirely vertical except at the highest
LuxR levels.
Discussion
The V. harveyi quorum-sensing circuit uses multiple feedback
loops to control AI signal integration and signal transmission.
Intriguingly, we found that a feedback loop regulates the level
oftheAI-1receptorLuxN,toadjusttherelativesensitivitytoAI
signals. In principle, this active regulation allows cells to ‘pay
attention’ to particular signals at different stages during the
transition from low to high cell density, and potentially helps
explain how the quorum-sensing circuit can distinguish
multiple inputs using a single output. Our study also provides
quantitative evidence that multiple feedback loops control the
input and output dynamic ranges and noise level of the circuit.
Why does the circuit actively regulate receptors?
Our results suggest that, in addition to the input signals, the
receptor ratios (Supplementary Figure S9) also have a role in
determining the circuit output. One advantage of this regula-
tion is to assure that cells only respond to steady, reliable
signals. Cells control protein levels on the time scale of the cell
cycle, so the regulation of receptor levels may aid in ﬁltering
out rapid signal ﬂuctuations from one particular AI channel in
the environment. In this scenario, at low cell density, a
transient increase in AI-1 will not cause cells to commit to the
quorum-sensing transition because the LuxN receptor level is
low. Rather, cells will only respond to persistently high levels
of AIs, allowing time for LuxN to build up, before committing
to the quorum-sensing transition. As a corollary, however,
because of the low copy number of LuxN at low cell density,
the circuit is more sensitive to an impulse of AI-2. Such a
changing balance in the sensitivity to AIs with increasing cell
density could constitute a useful property of the quorum-
sensing circuit. Mehta et al (2009) previously suggested that
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attention on one input in order to monitor different stages of
development. Our results suggest the cells pay more attention
to AI-2 than AI-1 at low cell density and then pay more
attention to AI-1 than to AI-2 at high cell density. Nadell et al
(2008) previously suggested that the ‘universal’ signal AI-2 is
more informative for a mixed-species community at the early
stage of bioﬁlm formation and AI-1 is more informative for a
single-species community at a later stage of bioﬁlm formation.
Thus, it is possible that the directed sensitivity of the quorum-
sensing circuit evolved in response to a canonical progression
from a mixed-species to a single-species community during
bioﬁlm development.
Quantitatively, the differences in WT Loop strain receptor
ratios inferred from the slopes of the output contours in
Figure 7A are modest, B40% over the full AI range. Why are
receptor ratios held within such a narrow range? Our data in
Figure 6B suggest that cells lose all sensitivity to one channel if
the expression level of the receptor for another channel
becomes too high. Receptor ratios therefore cannot undergo
extreme variations if cells are to maintain sensitivity
to multiple AI channels. Our direct measurements of LuxN
expression(SupplementaryFigureS5)indicatealargeincrease
in LuxN levels with increasing AI concentration, but we have
not observed a parallel increase in LuxPQ expression. Thus,
how the effective receptor ratio between LuxN and LuxPQ is
maintained within the narrow range inferred from the
signaling data (Figure 7A) remains unknown.
In thecase of LuxN, we observed a largeincreasein receptor
number at high AI concentrations. One consequence of higher
receptor levelsmight be to establish dominance of AI signaling
over any other inputs that impinge on the quorum-sensing
pathway. For example, in Vibrio cholerae the VarS/VarA two-
component system affects the activity of LuxO (Lenz et al,
2005).Byacting asphosphatases at highcell density, receptors
prevent other kinases from phosphorylating and thereby
activating LuxO, and so higher receptor levels might insulate
the pathway from other inputs once high cell density is
achieved. A second consequence of higher receptor levels
might be to accelerate the transition from high cell density to
low cell density. The accumulation of receptors at high cell
density maximizes the total kinase rate upon a transition from
highcelldensitytolowcelldensity.Theresultingstrongkinase
activity will rapidly phosphorylate LuxO, leading in turn to
rapidproductionofQrrsRNAsandanacceleratedswitchtothe
low cell density program of gene expression. Since transitions
from high cell density to low cell density in the natural
environment may be very fast, for example during shedding
from a bioﬁlm of expulsion from a eukaryotic host, cells may
put a premium on rapid induction of the low cell density
program of expression.
The circuit tightly regulates both the input and
output dynamic range
Previous work has shown that negative feedback in signaling
can contribute to the linearization of the input–output
relationship. Nevozhay et al (2009) demonstrated that
negative autoregulation coupled with pairing between a
repressor and an inducer can robustly convert a sigmoidal
dose response to a linear dose response. Yu et al (2008)
identiﬁed a related negative feedback effect in the pheromone
response of yeast—negative feedbackaligns the dose response
of consecutive steps in a pathway, which improves the
linearity of the overall relation between the input pheromone
concentration and the pathway output. In our study, the input
dynamic range is B100-fold larger for WT Loop strain
(Figure 4B) than for the Five Loop mutant (Figure 4R) and,
likewise, the dose response for the WT Loop strain is much
more linear (up to B2-fold difference in Hill coefﬁcients)
(Figure 5C). These results demonstrate that the multiple
feedback loops act together to signiﬁcantly broaden the input
dynamic range. Speciﬁcally, the Five Loop mutant has a sharp
transitionwithregardtobothAIs,sothatthisfeedback-lacking
strain acts as a ‘coincidence detector’ for AIs, only responding
to simultaneously high levels of both AIs. As a result, the
circuit without negative feedback loops loses information
about thefull rangeof AIinputs.In contrast to suchan ‘on–off’
switch, the circuit in the WT Loop strain gradually responds
over a broad range of AI signals. We speculate that in the
natural environment it may be important for V. harveyi to
correctly respond to different AI blends. As mentioned, it is
possiblethatdifferentcombinationsofAIsencodeinformation
about the developmental stage of the community (e.g. the
development of a bioﬁlm). If so, it could be advantageous for
cells to coordinate their behaviors at multiple developmental
stages by expanding and actively controlling the AI dose–
response range via negative feedback loops.
The mean LuxR contour in the WT Loop strain (Figure 4B)
clearly demonstrates that the circuit tightly controls the output
dynamic range to a modest six-fold difference. How do
the feedback loops regulate this range? We observed that the
output range is 20-fold for both the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant
(Figure 4J) and the Five Loop mutant (Figure 4R). At high cell
density, the maximum level of LuxR is much larger for the
LuxOLuxR Loop mutant and the Five Loop mutant (B1200
copies) than for the WT Loop strain (B650 copies).
Apparently, LuxR autorepression places an upper bound on
LuxR levels. As shown in Figure 5A, we found that at low cell
density, the minimum level of LuxR is the same (B60 copies)
for the LuxOLuxR Loop mutant and the Five Loop mutant, and
lower than the level (B110 copies) for WTand the LuxN Loop
mutant. We reason that LuxR can never be fully repressed by
the Qrr sRNAs because the high level of Qrr sRNAs needed to
do this would also fully repress LuxO, which is required for qrr
expression. Indeed, disruption of Qrr-mediated repression of
LuxO did lead to lower minimum levels of LuxR, but only
by B45%, suggesting that other mechanisms also prevent
LuxR from being fully repressed.
Why does the circuit limit the output dynamic range to only
six-fold? In a previous study (Svenningsen et al, 2008), it was
shown that in V. cholerae, the transition from high cell density
tolowcelldensityisacceleratedbyHapRactivationofqrrgene
expression (recall that HapR is the V. cholerae homolog of
V. harveyi LuxR). In particular, the accumulation of HapR at
high cell density activates rapid production of QrrsRNAs upon
the switch to low cell density. While the Qrr sRNAs lead to
rapid destruction of hapR mRNA, the levels of HapR protein
decrease only slowly, due to dilution by growth. V. harveyi
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2007). It is possiblethat thecircuittightly limits maximalLuxR
levels to prevent LuxR from being present for an overextended
time following the transition from high cell density to low
cell density. Thus, both the tight control of LuxR levels and the
accumulation of receptors at high cell density suggest that the
quorum-sensingcircuitisatleast inpartdesignedtoaccelerate
the response of cells to sudden transitions from high to low
cell density.
Feedback noise in two-component systems
The WT Loop strain (Figure 4B) displays higher LuxR noise in
an AI-1-only environment than in an AI-2-only environment.
By contrast, in the LuxN Loop mutant (Figure 4N), the noise is
roughly identical under these two conditions. We concluded
thattheLuxN feedbackloopcontributes toLuxRnoise,andwe
speculated that the loop promotes positive feedback when
LuxN acts as a phosphatase, which increases the noise in the
circuit. Previously, Christian et al (2010) showed that a two-
component system can change the sign of its feedback
depending on the signal level and negative feedback often
reduces noise while positive feedback leads to phenotypic
heterogeneity. In our case, we expect the LuxN feedback to be
positive at high AI-1 concentrations, and thus increase the
noise. However, the overall change in noise level is modest,
and it is not clear whether the increased noise at high AI-1
concentrations has any beneﬁcial role or is simply an
unavoidable consequence of the regulated increase in LuxN
levels at high cell density.
Conclusion
The integration of multiple signals is a common challenge
faced by all living organisms. Here, we have exploited
single-cell ﬂuorescence microscopy to explore the integration
of quorum-sensing signals by the model social bacterium
V. harveyi. Multiple feedback loops in the V. harveyi quorum-
sensing circuit actively regulate receptor ratios to control
signal integration, expand the input and compress the output
dynamic range, and regulate noise. The sophistication of the
circuitry appears to reﬂect the complex requirements of
responding appropriately to multiple signals in a dynamically
changing environment.
Materials and methods
Bacterial strains and media
All V. harveyi strains used in this study were derived from the WT
strain BB120 (Bassler et al,1 9 9 7 )a n dg r o w ni ne i t h e rL u r i a - M a r i n e
(LM) or Autoinducer Bioassay (AB) broth at 301C. For general DNA
manipulation,E.coliS17-1lpirwasusedandgrowninLuria-Bertani(LB)
broth. A list of strains and plasmids used in this study is provided in
Supplementary Table S1.
DNA manipulations
DNA manipulations were performed as described by Sambrook et al
(1989). Site-directed mutagenesis was performed with the Quickchange II
Site-Directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). PCR reactions were performed
with Herculase-enhanced DNA polymerase (Stratagene) or iProof high-
ﬁdelity DNA polymerase (Bio-Rad). Restriction endonucleases, dNTPs,
and T4 ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs. Qiagen
methods were used for plasmid preparations and PCR cleanups.
Sequences of primers are available by request.
V. harveyi mutant construction
Genes were introduced into V. harveyi using pLAFR plasmids carrying
segments of the V. harveyi genome as in Datsenko and Wanner (2000).
Mutations were moved onto the chromosome via allelic exchange
(Bassler et al, 1993). Antibiotic resistance markers were eliminated as
previously reported (Long et al, 2009). To construct the WT LuxN-on
and the LuxOLoop LuxN-on strains, we use allelic replacement with
pST153 (DluxN::Cm
r) to delete luxN from WT (KT833) and from
the LuxO Loop mutant (KT836). To engineer a plasmid (pST157)
constitutively expressing LuxN, an IPTG-Theophyline-inducible luxN
expression construct was cloned into the AvrII/NotI sites of pJCV025,
a modiﬁed version of pEVS143.
Microscopy and protein copy number calibration
Overnight cultures were back diluted 10
6-fold into speciﬁc AI concen-
trations and grown to OD600 B0.05 for 12h. A 1-ml volume of the
culture was pelleted by centrifugation, resuspended in B50ml of new
medium, and B1ml placed between a 1% agarose pad and a glass
cover slip. To acquire the distribution of LuxR over a population of
B1000 cells, we used a custom computer program to automatically
obtain images and determine the areas and ﬂuorescence signals of
individual cells. The ﬂuorescent signal was collected with a cooled
( 601C) CCD camera (Andor iXon, South Windsor, CT) from an
epiﬂuorescence microscope TE-2000U (Nikon, Melville, NY). Matlab
(The MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to calculate the variance and
mean of the distribution. We used monolayer of ﬂuorescence beads
sandwiched between two coverslips to calibrate the homogeneity of
the ﬁeld of view. It was conﬁrmed that the ﬂuorescent ﬁeld of view is
in the focal plane.
mRNA measurements
In Figure 2, mRNAwas measured as follows: V. harveyi was grown in
AB medium to OD600 B0.4, and 0.5ml of cells were collected in RNA
Protect(Qiagen).RNAwaspuriﬁedusingtheRNeasyKit(Qiagen),and
subsequently treated with DNAse from the DNA-free kit (Ambion). cDNA
wasproducedusingSuperScriptIIIReverseTranscriptase(Invitrogen),
and quantitative PCR was performed using the Sybr Green PCR Master
Mix and a 7900HTreal-time PCR instrument (Applied Biosystems).
In Figure 6, RNA was measured as follows: V. harveyi was grown
in AB medium for 12h and subsequently diluted to 10
6-fold into
four different AI concentrations (AI¼0, AI-2¼1mM, AI-1¼1mM, and
both AI-1 and AI-2¼1mM). After 12h of growth at 301C, 1ml of
each culture was removed and RNA was preserved by addition of
RNAlater solution (Applied Biosystems). Quantiﬁcation of RNA levels
was later performed using the QantiGene Plex 2 Reagent System
(Panomics) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Fluorescence assays
All population level GFP assays were performed on a BD FACS Aria
cell sorter. Data analysis was performed using the FACS Diva software.
All analyses are the average of 10000 cells.
Western blot analyses
Strains were grown in LM medium to an OD of B0.4, and 1ml of cells
were collected and resuspended in 180ml of a 1:1 TE:1% SDS solution,
sonicated for 15s, and diluted in 2  Laemmli Sample Buffer (Bio-Rad).
Samples were electrophoresed on 4–20% Mini-Protein Gels (Bio-Rad),
and subsequently transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes
wereblottedwithananti-Hfqantibodyasaloadingcontrol,stripped,and
then blotted with an anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma). Following exposure,
ﬁlms were scanned and analyzed with ImageJ software (NIH).
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V. harveyi strains were grown in AB medium to an OD of B0.4.
Synthetically prepared
13C2-AI-1 was added to a ﬁnal concentration of
500ng/ml, the sample was mixed by vortex, and then ﬁlter sterilized.
The sterilized supernatants were combined with 0.1  volume of ice-
cold methanol, mixed by vortex, and pelleted by centrifugation at 41C.
The cleared supernatants were stored at  201C until analysis.
Samples were analyzed on a Finnigan TSQ Quantum Ultra triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, San Jose,
CA) operating in selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode, coupled
with a Shimadzu LC-10AD HPLC system (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD).
LC separation was performed on an aminopropyl column (Luna 5mm
particle size, 50 2mm
2, from Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) at basic
pH. Solvent A was 20mM ammonium acetateþ20mM ammonium
hydroxide in 95:5 water:acetonitrile, pH 9.3. Solvent B was aceto-
nitrile.Thegradientwas:t¼0,85%B;t¼6min,0%B;t¼15min,0%B;
t¼16min, 85% B; t¼20min, 85% B. Other LC parameters were
autosampler temperature 41C, column temperature 151C, injection
volume 10ml, and solvent ﬂow rate 200ml/min.
Unlabeled, and
13C2-labeled AI-1 were detected using SRM m/z
188-102 at 11eV, and 190-102 at 11eV, respectively, in positive ion
mode. The retention time was 1.3min. The MS parameters were spray
voltage3000V,nitrogenas sheathgasat30arbitraryunit andauxiliary
gasat10arbitraryunit,argonasthecollisiongasat1.5mTorr,capillary
temperature 3251C. Scan time for each SRM was 0.1s, with a scan
widthof1m/z.TheconcentrationsofAI-1insamplesweredetermined
by normalizing to the observed signal of
13C2-labeled AI-1 (internal
standard) at known concentration (500ng/ml).
Supplementary information
Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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